Principles of Water-power Development

1. The development of water-power involves artificial regulation of streams. Proper regulation of running water for the several uses of water supply, irrigation, power and navigation can be effected only in the light of the physical relations, the relations in equity, and the more salient legal relations of water in streams.

Physical Relations

2. The fresh water of the land is derived directly from rainfall (including snow) and indirectly through evaporation from the sea. The mean annual rainfall on mainland United States ranges from less than 5 to over 100 inches, averaging 30 inches; the quantity aggregates about 5,000,000,000 acre-feet. The distribution is unequal: over the eastward two-fifths of the country the mean is about 48 inches, over the median fifth some 30 inches, and over the westward two-fifths about 12 inches.

3. In humid lands the water of rains and melting snows tends to gather into streams, generally taking the shortest and easiest paths to the sea, while in arid lands
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